
DATA ECOSYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC 
GV Advisory’s Data Ecosystem Diagnostic (DED) leverages a systems approach to understand a 
given data ecosystem’s strengths and weaknesses. Data ecosystems exists at many levels: 
organizational, governmental, social, etc., and are comprised of data (structured and 
unstructured), systems (social and technological), people, processes, and the interactions 
between them.  
 
A guiding principle of the DED is one of manageable tasks—this approach root-causes data 
issues to define high-impact, sustainable solutions in the short-, medium-, and long-term.  
 
The DED provides organizations and teams with systematic, prioritized action plans to improve 
data health and hygiene and align data to mission. It compares the data lifecycle to a program 
lifecycle and theory of change: does your organization have the data it needs to understand 
how it is or isn’t making an impact? Are you asking the right questions? GV then applies a 
systems lens: what are the interactions between structures/systems, attitudes/people, and 
transactions/processes? How are those interactions impacting your organization’s data and 
understanding of impact?  
 

 
 
 
The DED recognizes that data ecosystem health is dynamic—it shifts with climate, culture, and 
priorities. Though a DED engagement usually lasts four to six months, the DED itself is a useful, 
iterative capacity-building tool that leadership and staff can revisit with strategy and planning 
cycles. 
 



The DED framework is modified to your organization’s mission and workflow, strategy, and 
organizational culture. This approach includes: 

• Organizational strategy and policy review 

• In-depth interviews with staff and consultants at all levels of the organization 

• Sample analysis of systems functionality and compatibility 
• Presentation and iteration guidance, final deliverables: 

o Data Ecosystem Diagnostic Report 
o Granular Action Plan in context of strategic priorities 
o Leadership and staff iteration guidance and data hygiene check tools 

 
The DED can be conducted as a standalone product, or as a second phase in building an 
organizational data strategy. 
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